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INTRODUCTION

The Papers of the Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials contain a wide array of information of importance to Latin Americanist librarians, scholars, and bookmen. Included are theoretical articles, bibliographies, and research guides related to the annual conference themes as well as case studies and other practical information on these and other areas of concern. The present work, which indexes by subject and author the contents of the Papers resulting from SALALM XXVI (1981) through XXX (1985), supplements the Index to the SALALM Papers, 1956-1980, published by SALALM in 1984. The Papers of SALALM XXX onward are included in HAPI: Hispanic American Periodicals Index.

The index is divided into separate subject and author sections. Headings in the Subject section are based on the HAPI Thesaurus and Name Authority, 1970-1983 (Los Angeles: UCLA Latin American Center, 1984) and its supplements, adapted to meet the specialized nature of the material treated. To facilitate access, some citations appear under more than one heading. Cross references guide the reader to proper headings and tie together materials on related topics. The Author section cites individual and joint authors in a single alphabetical list.

Each entry contains the following bibliographic information: author(s), full title of the paper, volume number corresponding to the number of the Seminar, year of the Seminar, inclusive pages numbers, and relevant bibliographic notes.

Preceding the index is a list of the Seminars analyzed; full citations are given for each. Copies of the Papers are available from the SALALM Secretariat, Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.

Barbara G. Valk
Editor
SEMINARS ANALYZED


SUBJECTS

ACQUISITIONS

Methodology

Bibliography

Africa

Central America

Latin America

Mexico
Methodology

Puerto Rico

AFRICA

See
Acquisitions–Africa

AGRICULTURE

See also
Land tenure

Bibliography

Research

Sources

ARCHIVES

Whitmore, Marilyn P. Collection and Organization of Primary Materials. V. 29 (1984), pp. 73-78.

Great Britain

Puerto Rico

ARGENTINA

See
Peronism
Political parties–Argentina
Popular Culture–Argentina
Press and politics–Argentina
ART

See
- Cultural property
- Photography and photographers

AUTHORS

See
- Women authors

AUTOMATION

See
- Information services
- Library automation

BANKS AND BANKING


BIBLIOGRAPHY

See also
- Agriculture-Bibliography
- Bibliography-Bibliography
- Business enterprises-Bibliography
- Dissertations, Academic-Bibliography
- Ethnomusicology-Bibliography
- Folk literature-Brazil-Bibliography
- Homosexuality-Bibliography
- International finance-Bibliography
- Labor and laboring classes-Mexican-American Border Region-Bibliography
- Land tenure-Bibliography
- Libraries-Latin America-Bibliography
- Manuscripts
- Maquiladoras-Bibliography
- Microforms-Bibliography
- Motion pictures-Latin America-Bibliography
- Music-Bibliography
- Non-print media-Bibliography
- Peronism-Bibliography
- Photography and photographers-Bibliography
- Popular culture-Latin America-Bibliography
- Power resources-Bibliography
- Protestantism-Bibliography
- Puerto Ricans-United States-Bibliography
- Puerto Rico-Bibliography
- Research institutes-Latin America-Bibliography
- Women-Mexican-American Border Region-Bibliography

Bibliography


Nicaragua

Methodology


BID

See
- Inter-American Development Bank

BOOK TRADE

See
- Publishers and publishing

BRAZIL

See
- Censorship-Brazil
- Cultural property-Brazil
- Folk literature-Brazil
- International business enterprises-Brazil
- Mass media-Brazil
- Publishers and publishing-Brazil

BRITISH LIBRARY


BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

See also
- International business enterprises

Bibliography

Subjects

CANADA
See also Information services—Canada

Foreign Economic Relations
Latin America


CANADIAN ASSOCIATION–LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN. INFORMATION CENTRE

CARIBBEAN AREA
See also Information services–Caribbean area
Puerto Rico
West Indians

Sources

CATALOGING


Minimal Level Cataloging: Documentation and Examples. V. 30 (1985), pp. 499-506. II.


CATHOLIC CHURCH
See
Liberation theology
Religion and politics

CENSORSHIP
See also Press and politics

Brazil

Uruguay

CENTRAL AMERICA
See also
Acquisitions–Central America
Cultural property–Central America
Publishers and publishing–Central America

Foreign Opinion

Sources

CENTRO CATALOGRÁFICO CENTROAMERICANO

CHAPBOOKS
See
Folk literature

CHICANOS
See
Mexican Americans

CHILE
See
Information services–Chile

CINEMA
See
Motion pictures
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

Cooperation


Finance


Library of Congress


Stanford University


University of North Carolina


University of the West Indies


COLOMBIA

See Cultural property-Colombia

COMIC BOOKS, STRIPS, ETC.


COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH

See Mass media

CUBA

See Exiles-Cuba
Motion pictures-Cuba
Political prisoners-Cuba

CUBANS

United States

Sources


CULTURAL PROPERTY

Preservation


Brazil


Central America


Colombia


Latin America


Peru

Puerto Rico

CULTURE
See
Popular culture

DANCING
See
Tango (Dance)

DISSERTATIONS, ACADEMIC
Bibliography

ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Sources


EDUCATION
See also
Library education
Research institutes
School management and organization

Study and Teaching
Bibliography

ELECTIONS
Peru

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION
See also
Exiles
Migration, Internal
Names of specific national groups


Sources

ETHNOMUSICOLOGY
Bibliography


Sources

EXILES
Cuba


FILMS
See
Motion pictures

FINANCE
See
Banks and banking
International finance
Investments, Foreign

FOLK LITERATURE
Brazil
Bibliography


FOLK LORE

Law and Legislation


FOLK MUSIC

See

Ethnomusicology

FOREIGN INVESTMENT

See

Investments, Foreign

FOTONOVELAS

See

Comic books, strips, etc.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

See

Censorship

Mass media

Press and politics

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


Research


GREAT BRITAIN

See also

Libraries--Great Britain

Foreign Economic Relations

Latin America


HARVARD UNIVERSITY


HISPANIC AMERICANS (U.S.)

See

Mexican Americans

HOMOSEXUALITY

Bibliography


HUMAN RIGHTS

See also

Political prisoners

Sources


IDB

See

Inter-American Development Bank

IMMIGRATION

See

Emigration and immigration

INDUSTRY

See

Business enterprises

International business enterprises

INFORMATION SERVICES

See also

Library automation


Canada


Caribbean Area


Chile


Latin America


United States


INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF MAN


INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK


INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

See also

Business enterprises
Investments, Foreign

Sources


Brazil


INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

Bibliography


INVESTMENTS, FOREIGN

Bibliography


JEWS

Latin America


LABOR AND LABORING CLASSES

Mexican-American Border Region

Bibliography


Puerto Rico

Research


LAND TENURE

Bibliography


LATIN AMERICA

See also

Acquisitions–Latin America
Cultural property–Latin America
Information services–Latin America
Jews—Latin America  
Libraries—Latin America  
Motion pictures—Latin America  
Popular culture—Latin America  
Research institutes—Latin America  
Women—Latin America

Historiography

Study and Teaching

Bibliography

LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE

See also
- Comic books, strips, etc.
- Folk literature
- Nicaragua in literature
- Popular culture
- Women authors

History and Criticism

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

United States

LAW

See also
- Cultural property

Research


Sources


LIBERATION THEOLOGY

See also
- Religion and politics


Sources

LIBRARIES

See also
- Acquisitions
- Archives
- Bibliography
- Cataloging
- Collection development
- Government publications
- Information services
- Manuscripts
- Microforms
- Non-print media


Great Britain


Latin America

Bibliography


Puerto Rico

Subjects

United States

LIBRARIES AND HISPANIC AMERICANS

LIBRARY AUTOMATION

LIBRARY EDUCATION
United States
Cleveland, Ana D. El estudiante de América Latina y del Caribe en las escuelas de bibliotecología en los Estados Unidos acreditadas por la Asociación Americana de Bibliotecas: logros, actualidad y resumen. V. 28 (1983), pp. 129-133.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
See also
Collection development—Library of Congress

MANUSCRIPTS
Whitmore, Marilyn P. Collection and Organization of Primary Materials. V. 29 (1984), pp. 73-78.

MAQUILADORAS
Bibliography

MARGINALIZATION
Research

MASS MEDIA
See also
Censorship
Motion pictures
Popular culture
Press and politics

Brazil

Mexico
MEXICAN-AMERICAN BORDER REGION

See
Labor and laboring classes—Mexican-American Border Region
Women—Mexican-American Border Region

MEXICAN AMERICANS

Sources

MEXICO

See
Acquisitions—Mexico
Mass media—Mexico

MICROFORMS

Bibliography

MIGRATION, INTERNAL

Research

MOTION PICTURES

Brazil

Cuba

Latin America

Bibliography

MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

See
International business enterprises

MUSIC

See also
Ethnomusicology
Opera

Bibliography


NATIONAL PATRIMONY

See
Cultural property

NEW WORLD INFORMATION ORDER

See
Mass media

NICARAGUA

See
Bibliography—Nicaragua

NICARAGUA IN LITERATURE


NON-PRINT MEDIA

Bibliography

OPERA


ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES


PERONISM

Bibliography

PERU

See
Cultural property—Peru
Elections—Peru
PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

Bibliography

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
See
  Elections
  Social movements

POLITICAL PARTIES
Argentina
Rossi, Nicolás. La creación de la literatura de transición a través de los partidos políticos: enfoque en los partidos y fuentes de producción. V. 30 (1985), pp. 153-165.

POLITICAL PRISONERS
See also
  Human rights

Cuba

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
See
  Censorship
  Elections
  Exiles
  Human rights
  Peronism
  Political parties
  Political prisoners
  Press and politics
  Public policy
  Religion and politics

POPULAR CULTURE
See also
  Folk literature
  Mass media

Argentina

Latin America
Bibliography

Spain

POWER RESOURCES
Bibliography

PRESS AND POLITICS
See also
  Censorship

Argentina

Rossi, Nicolás. La creación de la literatura de transición a través de los partidos políticos: enfoque en los partidos y fuentes de producción. V. 30 (1985), pp. 153-165.

Uruguay

PRISONERS
See
  Political prisoners

PROTESTANTISM
Bibliography

PUBLIC POLICY
Methodology

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING

Brazil

Central America

Puerto Rico

PUERTO RICANS

United States

Bibliography


PUERTO RICO

See also
Acquisitions—Puerto Rico
Archives—Puerto Rico
Cultural property—Puerto Rico
Labor and laboring classes—Puerto Rico
Libraries—Puerto Rico
Publishers and publishing—Puerto Rico

Bibliography


Rural Conditions

Sources

Sources

REFUGEES

See
Exiles

RELIGION

See
Liberation theology
Protestantism
Women and religion

RELIGION AND POLITICS

See also
Liberation theology
Research


RESEARCH

See
Economic research
Research institutes
Subdivision Research under specific topics

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

See also
Names of specific institutions, universities, etc.

Latin America

Bibliography

RESEARCH LIBRARIES GROUP, INC.


SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

Study and Teaching

SOCIAL CLASSES

See
Labor and laboring classes
Marginalization

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

SOCIOLOGY, URBAN

Research

SPAN

See
Popular culture-Spain

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

See
Collection development-Stanford University

STATISTICS

See also
Subdivision Statistics under specific topics

TANGO (DANCE)


TELEVISION

See
Mass media

TORTURE

See
Human rights
Political prisoners

TULANE UNIVERSITY


UNITED STATES

See
Cubans-United States
Information services-United States

Latin American studies-United States
Libraries-United States
Library education-United States
Puerto Ricans-United States

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

See
Names of specific institutions

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI


UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO


UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

See
Collection development-University of North Carolina

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD


UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO


UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN


UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES

See
Collection development-University of the West Indies

URBANIZATION

See
Sociology, Urban

URUGUAY

See
Censorship-Uruguay
Press and politics-Uruguay
WEST INDIANS

United States


WEST INDIES

See

Caribbean area

WOMEN

Latin America

Sources


Mexican-American Border Region

Bibliography


WOMEN AND RELIGION


WOMEN AUTHORS

AUTHORS


Cleveland, Ana D. El estudiante de América Latina y del Caribe en las escuelas de bibliotecología en los Estados Unidos acreditadas por la Asociación Americana de Bibliotecas: logros, actualidad y resumen. V. 28 (1983), pp. 129-133.
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—. Latin American Historic Photographs in the Libraries of the University of Texas at Austin and Tulane University. V. 29 (1984), pp. 79-88.


Whitmore, Marilyn P. Collection and Organization of Primary Materials. V. 29 (1984), pp. 73-78.


BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCE SERIES (continues BIBLIOGRAPHY SERIES)


OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Whittmore, Marilyn P., Ed. Latin American Publications Available by Gift or Exchange. 1977-1978. 2 parts. $5 per part (plus 75 cents, P&H).
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